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The Young Professionals Paper Series (YPPS) is an initiative launched under the Research Directorate 

of the Sejong Society of Washington, DC. The YPPS program was designed to generate original policy 

literature by young professionals and graduate students on issues relating to the Korean peninsula. The 

program provided participants with the unique opportunity to be mentored by established Korea policy 

experts throughout the research and writing process, and to ultimately be published in cooperation with the 

U.S.-Korea Institute at the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies. 

Sejong Society received an outstanding number of submissions after our initial call for papers, on topics 

ranging from nuclear security on the Korean peninsula to the effectiveness of humanitarian aid in North 

Korea. After a successful research exhibition by our two finalists, Jin Noh and Andrew Kwon, in December 

2013, the Sejong Society and the U.S.-Korea Institute at SAIS are pleased to announce the inaugural 

publication of the Young Professionals Paper Series. 

INTRODUCTION
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INTEGRATING AND RETAINING WORLD-CLASS SCHOLARS

Why Top International Scholars Are Important for Innovation

Having exhausted the “catch-up” model of economic growth, South Korea has recognized the 

importance of developing home-grown innovation capacities. Lower-cost manufacturing competitors, 

automation technologies, and the realities of being a small country with limited natural resources are 

some of the factors driving Korea to transition from an emerging, manufacturing-based economy 

to one that is more advanced and knowledge-based. To achieve this end, developing and attracting 

talented human capital is an important ingredient in generating new knowledge and technologies, 

which in large part take place at world-class universities. Until recently, most countries relied heavily 

on their own universities and institutions to cultivate talented scientists, engineers, and scholars, 

but as human capital has increasingly become mobile through advancements in transportation and 

information technologies, these high-skill people are being sourced from every part of the world.

At the same time, the rise in human mobility has led to increased access to and competition for top 

international talent. The competition is particularly fierce among knowledge-based economies for such 

talented individuals since they are rare assets who are more difficult to train, develop, and replicate 

than, for example, a manufacturing worker. Not only are these individuals rare, but they are also 

impactful. Multiple studies of “star scientists,” who have among the best publication, citation, and 

patenting records, have documented how these rare individuals have outsized impacts in improving 

the financial, employment, and innovation state of firms and industries. For example, one study 

found that co-authorship of a firm’s scientists with a star scientist on five articles resulted in 5 more 

Integrating and Retaining World-Class Scholars: 
The Key to Innovation in Korea

By Jin Noh
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products in development, 3.5 more products on the market, and 860 more employees.1 Other studies 

even revealed a signaling effect for “star scientists”—i.e., employing a Nobel laureate alone increased 

the value of a firm by more than $30 million and boosted IPO proceeds by $24 million on average.2 

The networking and cluster effect is also at play for star scientists since they attract other stars.

Therefore, the key to creating a world-class research university is to attract the best scholars regardless 

of their country of origin.3 The faculty scholars are the primary drivers of the quality of research and 

graduate programs at any university. To allow these scholars to contribute to cutting-edge research 

and thrive at a university, they must be successfully integrated in their university and research 

environment. In the case of South Korea, a concerted effort is being made to recruit international 

scholars, but not to integrate them in Korea. This paper will explore the issues surrounding the 

difficulties in integration and retention of foreign scholars in Korea and will propose solutions based 

on a literature review of international best practices.

Recruitment of International Scholars

Leading countries such as the United States and United Kingdom have taken advantage of this 

increased human mobility by attracting top international students and scholars to raise tuition 

revenue, make up for their shortage of qualified scientists and engineers, and catalyze their research 

and innovation economy. South Korea, meanwhile, has joined the global “arms race” to capture 

the increasing international flows of high-skilled talent. But the country has lagged behind some of 

its Western counterparts in attracting and integrating these talented individuals, which presents a 

challenge for Korea’s knowledge economy.

South Korea struggles with a net out-migration of talented students. When looking at student 

migration between Korea and the United States, for example, 72,153 students from South Korea went 

abroad to study in the United States for the 2009–2010 academic year; by comparison, the number of 

U.S. students studying abroad in Korea amounted to just 2,137 students.4 Overall, just 22,600 foreign 

1  Zucker, Lynne G., and Michael R. Darby. 1966. “Star scientists and institutional transformation: Patterns 
of invention and innovation in the formation of the biotechnology industry.” Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences 93 (23): 12709–16.
2  Ibid.
3  Cowan, Michael, Donald P. Jacobs, Lord Oxburgh, Henry Rosovsky, and Hugo Sonnenschein. 
2001. “Elevating Seoul National University to a World-Class Research University.” Findings and 
Recommendations from the Panel on Educational Excellence.
4  “Open Doors Fact Sheet: South Korea.” 2011. Open Doors: Report on International Educational Ex-
change. Institute of International Education.
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students studied in Korea in 2006—significantly lower than the 100,000 foreign students who studied 

in Japan.5 On the bright side, Korea has typically had relatively high return rates compared with other 

student-exporting countries such as China and India, and its elite Korean universities have benefited 

from the hiring of many foreign-trained Korean professors. Top-ranked Seoul National University 

is home to 52.6 percent of professors who received their Ph.D. in the United States, while nearly 80 

percent of the faculty at science and engineering-focused schools such as the Korea Advanced Institute 

of Science and Technology (KAIST) and Pohang University of Science and Technology (POSTECH) 

earned their doctorates in the United States.6

Korea’s challenge appears to be one of student perception of quality and brand of the teaching and 

research at Asian institutions versus the quality and brand at Western institutions. According to one 

study of international mobility, a high world university ranking, which favors Western institutions that 

are generally positioned at the top end of these rankings, played a significant pull factor for graduate 

students in engineering. Favorable research environment and industrial employment prospects were 

also important pull factors in the “big science” fields, which again favor Western institutions.7 Due 

to these perceptions, Korean universities have not ranked highly in various world rankings as shown 

in table 1. Rather, Korea’s top universities have historically served as intermediate-level exporting 

institutions that supply talented undergraduate and graduate students to high-ranking Western research 

universities to complete their doctorate studies and assume overseas faculty positions, resulting in a 

student “brain drain” and lost economic and innovation opportunities for Korean higher education 

institutions. 

5  McNeill, David. 2008. “South Korea seeks a new role as a higher-education hub.” Chronicle of Higher 
Education, March 21: A1.
6  Kim, Sunwoong. 2010. “From Brain Drain to Brain Competition: Changing Opportunities and the Career 
Patterns of US-Trained Korean Academics.” In American Universities in a Global Market, edited by 
Charles T. Clotfelter, 335–69. Cambridge, MA: NBER Books.
7  Furukawa, Takao, Nobuyuki Shirakawa, and Kumi Okuwada. 2013. “An empirical study of graduate 
student mobility underpinning research universities.” Higher Education 66: 17–37.
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Table 1: Times Higher Education Overall Rank and International Score for Asian Universities in Top 200, 

2012–13

University Country
Overall 

University 
Rank

International 
Outlook Score 

(out of 100)

National University of Singapore Singapore 29 92.3

Nanyang Technological University Singapore 86 90.5

University of Hong Kong Hong Kong 35 81.7

Hong Kong University of Science and Technology Hong Kong 65 78.1

City University of Hong Kong Hong Kong 182 64.0

Chinese University of Hong Kong Hong Kong 124 62.6

Peking University China 46 54.1

Tsinghua University China 52 37.2

Yonsei University South Korea 183 33.4

Tohoku University Japan 137 32.0

Korea Advanced Institute of Science & Technology (KAIST) South Korea 68 31.1

Tokyo Institute of Technology Japan 128 29.6

Pohang University of Science & Technology (POSTECH) South Korea 50 28.8

University of Tokyo Japan 27 27.6

Seoul National University South Korea 59 27.0

Kyoto University Japan 54 26.3

National Taiwan University Taiwan 134 24.6

Osaka University Japan 147 23.6

Source: Times Higher Education World University Rankings (WUR) Top 200 overall 

rankings are calculated from scores in teaching (30% of overall score), international outlook 

(7.5%), industry income (2.5%), research (30%), and citations (30%). 

South Korea has also struggled to a certain degree in recruiting full-time foreign faculty, though the 

numbers and proportions have improved over the past two decades (figure 1). This pattern is also 

reflected in the relatively low “international outlook” scores for South Korean universities in table 

1 measuring the internationalization of students and staff. Of the more than 52,000 full-time faculty 

members in Korean universities in 2007, just 2,212 were full-time foreign faculty (4.2 percent of the 

total)—a significant increase from the 379 foreign faculty (1.5 percent) in 1990.8 

8  “Higher Education Statistics: Full-time Foreign Faculty Rate of Full-time Faculty (University).” Ministry 
of Education. 2008. Accessed November 27, 2013. http://english.mest.go.kr/web/1734/site/contents/en/
en_0232.jsp.
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In spite of these increases, the foreign faculty data may actually be misleading because many scholars 

classified as “foreign faculty” are often English instructors who do not contribute significantly to 

research or are ethnic Koreans with foreign citizenship—making the actual number of “true” foreign 

faculty lower than published. By comparison, depending on the science or engineering discipline, 

foreign-born doctorates held from 22 percent to 33 percent of full-time faculty positions in the United 

States, according to pre-tenure faculty data analysis by the Harvard Graduate School of Education.9 

Furthermore, in a study of U.S.-born science and engineering (S&E) doctorate recipients from 1998 to 

2002, South Korea was not listed among the top postdoctoral or employment destinations. Sixty-one 

percent of the 1,624 U.S.-born S&E doctorate recipients from 1998 to 2002 who reported in the study 

that they planned to work or study abroad said that they had planned on going to Canada, the UK, 

Germany, France, Japan, Switzerland, or Australia for postdoctoral study or employment.10

Figure 1: Foreign Faculty Employment at Korean Universities

Source: Ministry of Education, South Korea

9  Harvard Graduate School of Education, “The Collaborative on Academic Careers in Higher Education 
(COACHE).”
10  Burrelli, Joan S. 2004. Emigration of U.S.-born S&E doctorate recipients. National Science Foundation, 
Science Resources Statistics.
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The relatively low number of foreign faculty in South Korean universities is somewhat surprising 

since Korea possesses certain advantages in attracting such talent. As a percentage of GDP, South 

Korea ranked as the third-best country in R&D expenditures in 2009 at 3.56 percent, ahead of 

some notable countries such as Japan (3.36%), the United States (2.90%), Germany (2.82%), and 

Singapore (2.43%).11 Korea is located in the nexus of East Asia and has a mature economy with 

robust automotive and electronics industries, including Hyundai, Samsung, and other internationally 

recognized brands. The country is also home to Western-educated elites and maintains a high quality 

of life. Furthermore, foreign professors in Korea are paid at globally benchmarked compensation 

levels and earn more than their Korean counterparts. As of 2007, foreign professors received on 

average 80 million won (approximately $71,000) per year, which is twice the annual salary for a 

Korean professor at a public university.12 At the top end, POSTECH announced in 2010 an ambitious 

effort to invite 10 Nobel laureates to its university for a three-year stay by offering $1 million in 

cumulative salary and an additional $4 million in research and living costs.13

In addition to the aforementioned perceptions of teaching and research at Asian institutions, the 

difficulties in attracting foreign faculty may be tied to the perceived risks in their professional and 

career development by coming to South Korea. As multiple studies have shown in the U.S. case, the 

primary reason for international scholars’ migration to the United States is its research environment: 

access to better research facilities, access to the international scientific community, greater exposure 

to productive research, and opportunities to fulfill research interests.14 Despite all the cultural and 

language barriers in coming to the United States, the pre-tenure stresses of early-career faculty often 

outweigh stresses associated with being foreign-born.15 Unlike going to the United States, however, 

foreign faculty generally view the move to South Korea as a larger risk considering they must uproot 

themselves from existing social and professional networks and move to a country with an unfamiliar 

11  World Bank database. 
12  McNeill, David. 2007. “South Korea Brings in Foreign Professors by the Thousands but Is It Ready for 
Them?” Chronicle of Higher Education, February 27.
13  Rhee, Byung Shik. 2011. “A world-class research university on the periphery: The Pohang University 
of Science and Technology, the Republic of Korea.” In The road to academic excellence: The making of 
world-class research universities, edited by Philip G. Altbach and Jamil Salmi, 101–27. Washington, DC: 
World Bank.
14  Libaers, Dirk. Forthcoming. “Foreign-born academic scientists and their interactions with industry: Im-
plications for university technology commercialization and corporate innovation management.” Journal of 
Product Innovation Management.
15  Theobald, Rebecca Bayless. 2007. Foreign-born Early-career Faculty in American Higher Education: 
The Case of the Discipline of Geography. Ph.D. thesis, University of Colorado at Boulder. ProQuest (UMI 
3284469).
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research environment and lesser research reputation. The risks of a career setback are compounded 

by the short-term nature of contracts and the lack of clear contractual terms on promotion, teaching 

obligations, and resources in Korea.16

To reverse such trends, South Korea devised programs such as the Brain Pool program, established 

in 1994 to invite foreign scholars on short-term stays to conduct joint research, and Brain Korea 21 

(BK21), launched in 1999 to develop graduate education and research capabilities. More recently, 

the Korean government established the World Class University (WCU) program in 2008 to hire 

“outstanding foreign scholars” over the next five years. Funded with 825 billion won ($750 million) 

by the Ministry of Education, Science, and Technology (MEST) and administered by the National 

Research Foundation (NRF) of Korea, the WCU program is designed to boost Korean universities’ 

research capacities by establishing new academic departments or by hosting international scholars 

in Korean universities to foster collaborative research in fields “supporting economic growth.” 

NRF reports that more than 1,000 foreign academics applied for the program, including more than 

400 from the United States, 11 Nobel laureates, and 18 members of the U.S. National Academy of 

Engineering.17

Integration and Retention of International Scholars

While the recruitment of top-flight international scholars is slowly improving, the integration and 

retention of these scholars present an even greater challenge and represent an overlooked problem at 

Korean universities. Data on the scope of the integration and retention problem is largely unavailable, 

but an Education Ministry survey of 288 foreign academics in 2006 found that foreign professors in 

Korea work on short-term contracts spanning four months on average before returning to their home 

country.18 Although this finding may stem from the way contracts with foreign scholars are structured, 

it is more likely that these foreign scholars have decided to leave Korea after a short stint due to the 

difficulties in integrating into the Korean research community and in advancing their professional 

careers. Considering most of these foreign scholars took great risks and paid high up-front costs 

in their personal and professional lives in coming to Korea, it seems more likely that these foreign 

16  McNeill, David. 2013. “In South Korea, Foreign Professors Can Have a Hard Time Fitting In.” Chronicle 
of Higher Education, January 7.
17  McNeill, David. 2010. “South Korea Creates Grant Program to Lure Top Foreign Scholars for Its Univer-
sities.” Chronicle of Higher Education, October 10: 20–27.
18  McNeill (2007).
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scholars would choose to stay in Korea as long as they could advance their research careers—similar 

to how foreign-born faculty in the United States tend to tolerate other obstacles as long as they can 

pursue their research interests.19 

Multiple anecdotes have been published as well documenting the difficulties on professional 

integration in South Korea, many of which will be subsequently discussed. One of the major causes 

for international scholars leaving Korea after short-term stays is that the language and cultural 

barriers in Korea are too high to overcome. Culturally, foreign professors in Korea, especially 

those from Western countries, have had difficulties adjusting to the kind of top-down university 

administration, communication, and learning structure that is typical among East Asian countries. 

Mutual misperceptions between foreign and Korean researchers have been sources of conflict and 

have limited foreign-local collaboration. On the one hand, foreign researchers tend to underestimate 

the capabilities of their Korean colleagues, while on the other, Korean researchers tend to view foreign 

researchers as lazy for not putting in 14-hour workdays that are typical of Korean business culture and 

as unfairly favored due to the tax benefits and other privileges granted to foreigners.20

Students in particular have not been entirely receptive to foreign professors and their Western teaching 

styles. Their sentiments are often reflected in negative class evaluations that ultimately affect the 

contract renewal of foreign professors.21 Foreign professors sometimes suffer from a perception of 

inferiority since they are teaching at a Korean university instead of a more highly regarded American 

institution. Others have cited the difference in learning styles. For example, unlike in Western 

classrooms, Korean students tend to rely more on rote memorization and expect the professors to 

feed them all the information needed to pass an exam. Cultural differences also extend to grading 

policy, where foreign faculty members tend to view grading as an empirical process as opposed to an 

evaluative one, and to the rules of what constitutes cheating and plagiarism.22

Language is also a major barrier to effective integration of foreign scholars due to the lack of high-

level English proficiency among Korean students, faculty members, and university administrators. 

The insufficient English language abilities of students prevent them from communicating with foreign 

professors during lectures, Q&A sessions, and lab meetings. In addition, foreign faculty members 

are challenged with the lack of availability of English-language faculty meetings, administrative 

19  McNeill, “South Korea Brings in Foreign Professors.”
20  Altbach and Salmi, The road to academic excellence.
21  Kennedy, Gary. 2010. “Foreign profs face obstacles in Korea.” Korea JoongAng Daily, August 30.
22  Gress and Ilon (2009).
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assistance, and resources. Faculty meetings are often held in Korean, with little to no effort to include 

foreign faculty in the decision making of their department; Korean university administrators contend 

that department decisions are best left up to native Koreans because they best understand the culture. 

Furthermore, administrative resources are often available only in Korean, which prevents foreign 

faculty from accessing critical resources and locating funding.23

In addition to the language and cultural barriers, professional development concerns are a major 

problem in retaining talented international scholars in Korea. Compared to the U.S. system, foreign 

scholars in Korea have had even more difficulty in obtaining tenure and advancing their careers. Some 

foreign professors have cited a sort of “feudal” system within Korean universities that favors seniority 

instead of performance when it comes to career advancement.24 That is, tenure is automatically granted 

after working for a set number of years served rather than having it granted based on performance. For 

example, prior to 2001, only three faculty members in Seoul National University’s history failed the 

promotion process since most faculty members were eventually granted tenure. That stands in stark 

contrast to the U.S. system, where many junior faculties are not granted tenure due to the rigorous 

research standards.25 Furthermore, foreign professors have complained about the Korean system’s 

overemphasis on narrowly focused metrics, such as the number of publications, as a challenge to 

career advancement in Korea.26 Since foreign faculty are generally expected to publish in international 

journals, which take more time to publish especially in highly ranked English ones, the emphasis on 

these metrics as a measure of academic performance in Korea limits foreign faculty members’ career 

advancement and favors local faculty who can publish more frequently in local Korean journals. 

Despite the abundance of research funds made available by the government, foreign faculty have 

also complained about the funding situation in Korea. Until 2008, foreign scholars were barred from 

grant support from the National Research Foundation, which was then known as the Korea Research 

Foundation. Even as this restriction was lifted, foreign professors have missed out on major research 

funding opportunities since funding announcements are often in Korean. Even those who have secured 

funding have complained that they are unable to freely use their funds across different years for the 

project and not allowed to change allocations for overhead, equipment, students, and other spending 

23  Gress and Ilon, “Successful integration.”
24  Kang, Shin-who. 2009. “SNU Foreign Professors Face Cultural Shock.” The Korea Times, October 12.
25  Cowan et al. (2001).
26  Cowan et al., “Elevating Seoul National University.”
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categories as they see fit to best conduct their research.27 Although spending restrictions are not unique 

to foreign scholars in Korea, it has negatively affected their perception of the funding environment in 

Korea.

Implications

Through such programs as Brain Pool, BK21, and WCU, South Korea has demonstrated its global 

aspirations to become a hub for higher education, research, and innovation. Korea is quickly 

developing a reputation as a strong research environment due to heavy government investment in 

R&D funds and the state-of-the-art research facilities and laboratories, as evidenced by the recent 

additions of the International Science and Business Belt (ISBB) and Institute for Basic Science (IBS) 

project.28 However, while significant resources are being invested in attracting international scholars, 

the university and research ecosystem in Korea has not sufficiently adapted to absorb and integrate 

foreign scholars. In a sense, foreign scholars are brought into Korea but left to their own devices as 

barriers in language, culture, and professional development persist. Foreign scholars in Korea are not 

provided with adequate resources and information to advance their research careers and collaborate 

with Korean partners. As a result, not only are foreign scholars thwarted in their career development, 

but the integration problem also tarnishes Korea’s reputation as a research destination for future 

international prospects and limits its collaborative research and learning opportunities with other top 

scholars in the world.

27  Kennedy, “Foreign profs face obstacles.”
28  Cowan et al., “Elevating Seoul National University.”
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Table 2: Times Higher Education Research and Citations Scores for Asian Universities in Top 200, 2012–13

University Country Research Score 
(out of 100)

Citations Score 
(out of 100)

Pohang University of Science & Technology (POSTECH) South Korea 63.9 88.2

University of Tokyo Japan 89.9 71.3

Hong Kong University of Science and Technology Hong Kong 64.6 68.9

National University of Singapore Singapore 87.2 67.2

Peking University China 67.9 64.3

City University of Hong Kong Hong Kong 41.8 64.1

University of Hong Kong Hong Kong 85.9 62.1

Korea Advanced Institute of Science & Technology (KAIST) South Korea 68.9 58.4

Kyoto University Japan 74.8 57.8

Tsinghua University China 76.4 55.2

Nanyang Technological University Singapore 66.9 54.5

Tokyo Institute of Technology Japan 56.1 52.0

Tohoku University Japan 55.6 48.9

Yonsei University South Korea 50.6 48.6

Seoul National University South Korea 81.4 48.0

Osaka University Japan 55.7 46.4

National Taiwan University Taiwan 65.7 45.5

Chinese University of Hong Kong Hong Kong 63.1 45.1

Source: Times Higher Education World University Rankings (WUR) Top 200 overall 

rankings are calculated from scores in teaching (30% of overall score), international outlook 

(7.5%), industry income (2.5%), research (30%), and citations (30%). “Research” measures 

the volume, income, and reputation of a university’s research, while “citations” measures 

research influence. 

As a result, South Korea’s innovative capacity is not developed, which is the opposite of what was 

originally intended in striving to attract the top international scholars. Various indicator data suggest 

that even as Brain Pool, BK21, WCU, and other programs have been established over the past two 

decades, South Korea’s performance has not improved in certain critical basic research metrics such as 

highly cited publications and international collaboration. On the positive side, much like other Asian 

countries, South Korea has experienced significant growth in the number of science and engineering 

articles published by Korean scholars in the Science Citation Index (SCI) and Social Sciences Citation 

Index (SSCI) with 10.1 percent average annual growth from 1999 to 2009, behind China at 16.8 
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percent but ahead of Singapore (8.2%), Taiwan (7.7%), and India (6.9%).29 With about 75 percent 

of total public funding of university R&D going toward applied research,30 it is also no surprise that 

South Korea ranks highly in the number of S&E patents per capita, ahead of nearly every major 

Western and Asian nation over the past decade.31 

Yet, despite this growth, South Korea has not fared as well in research influence and collaboration. 

It trails most major Western nations in S&E publications on a per capita basis, as shown in figure 2. 

South Korea’s publications are also not among the most highly cited, though a select few universities 

such as POSTECH have scored relatively well in terms of citations (see table 2). According to the 

National Science Foundation, the “Asia-8 nations,” which includes South Korea, India, Singapore, 

Taiwan, scored relatively low in the index of highly cited articles at 0.36 for 2010, a slight increase 

from 0.10 in 2000. This index measures a country’s share of world’s top 1 percent cited articles 

divided by its share of world articles for the cited year window. By comparison, the United States, 

European Union, and Japan had index scores of 1.76, 0.94, and 0.61 respectively.32 Furthermore, 

South Korea has rated poorly in internationally co-authored S&E articles. In 2010, only 4.4 percent of 

its S&E articles from SCI and SSCI journals were co-authored with an individual from an institution 

outside of South Korea, a slight increase from 2.3 percent in 2000. Although it outperforms India 

(3.3%), Taiwan (2.2%), and Singapore (1.8%) in this regard, it trails most Western countries, among 

them the United States (42.9%), Germany (18.8%), United Kingdom (18.7%), France (13.8%), and 

Canada (10.1%). South Korea also does not have as many internationally co-authored S&E articles as 

China (13.0%) and Japan (8.2%).33

29  National Science Foundation. “Table 5–17 S&E articles in all fields, by country/economy: 1999 and 
2009.” Science and Engineering Indicators 2012, Chapter 5: Academic Research and Development: 1–54.
30  Rhee (2011).
31  Rhee, “A world-class research university.”
32  National Science Foundation. “Table 5–29 Index of highly cited articles, by selected S&E field and 
region/country: 2000 and 2010.” Science and Engineering Indicators 2012, Chapter 5: Academic Research 
and Development: 1–54.
33  National Science Foundation. “Table 5–18 Share of internationally coauthored S&E articles worldwide, 
by region/country: 2000 and 2010.” Science and Engineering Indicators 2012, Chapter 5: Academic 
Research and Development: 1–54.
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Figure 2: South Korea vs. West: S&E Publications Per Capita 

Figure 3: South Korea vs. Asia: S&E Publications Per Capita

Source: NSF, NCSES, Science & Engineering Indicators 2012

Source: NSF, NCSES, Science & Engineering Indicators 2012
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Granted, there are limitations to relying solely on these indicators. In addition to the limitations of 

the indicators themselves, the overreliance on indicator data and lack of expert external reviews have 

been frequently cited as criticisms of Korea’s performance evaluation system. One could also argue 

that Korea’s faculty globalization programs require a longer period of time to see the results bear out 

and that other factors outside of globalization are important to improving metric outputs. Furthermore, 

data on how foreign scholars in Korea perform relative to their Korean counterparts, and whether 

foreign scholars improve the performance of Korean universities would be more pertinent than these 

country-level indicators, but unfortunately, such data are not currently publicly available from the 

ministry. 

Despite these limitations, the aforementioned indicators provide a decent snapshot into the state of 

basic science and engineering research in Korea and worldwide and demonstrate how Korea has 

not significantly improved its research influence and international collaboration since the start of its 

faculty globalization programs. Foreign scholars have been recruited to Korea for this purpose, yet the 

slow growth and relatively low scores for Korea in research influence and international collaboration 

suggests that these programs may not be effectively recruiting or integrating top foreign scholars into 

Korean universities. 

Policy Recommendations

In an effort to resolve or mitigate these issues, the following policies are recommended:

Recommendation 1: Refine faculty globalization objectives

Currently, Korea’s faculty globalization programs are being broadly interpreted such that universities 

are recruiting foreign scholars primarily to boost the number of foreign faculty on paper and thereby 

boost the country’s ranking instead of actually internationalizing faculty departments and research. 

However, these nominal faculty globalization achievements will most likely wane as foreign scholars 

increasingly realize how many universities are more interested in attracting foreign scholars with little 

or no attention given to how they will be integrated into the Korean research environment. 

Therefore, through faculty globalization programs such as BK21 and WCU, the national government 

needs to refine its globalization objectives to include how well foreign scholars are being integrated 

and whether foreign scholars are staying at Korean universities. Before granting funds, NRF could 

evaluate whether the applying university has plans in place to orient and integrate foreign scholars in 

its campus environment. On the back end, after funds are granted, NRF could evaluate a university’s 
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performance in effectively integrating foreign scholars to determine future funding prospects for 

the university. Regular evaluations could be conducted through surveys that collect data on the 

publication, tenure, and collaboration record of foreign scholars and ask them about their experience 

in Korea.

Recommendation 2: Transition to an all-English standard in classrooms and campuses

While cultural barriers point to a deeper societal issue that cannot be addressed easily from top-down 

policies and interventions, the language barrier is an issue that can be relatively easy to address 

by making English use ubiquitous in all facets of the university and research community. Many of 

Korea’s top universities—including KAIST, Seoul National University, Sogang University, Yonsei 

University, and Korea University—have already begun transitioning to all-English undergraduate 

classes. Others, such as Gyeongsang National University, have established English-only campus 

zones where everything (e.g., classrooms, dormitories, and coffee shops) and everybody (e.g., waiters, 

guards, and janitorial staff) in the zone is immersed with English and English speakers. Several of 

the top Korean universities have also made strides in increasing the availability of English-language 

meetings and resources. POSTECH is pushing for the entire university’s administration to become 

bilingual, for example. Bilingual graduate students, Korean faculty, or more experienced foreign 

faculty members are also being assigned as liaisons for foreign faculty in locating and securing 

research funding and navigating university administration. 

However, these changes have been met with opposition from older Korean faculty at several 

universities who feel alienated by these policies. Many Korean professors have difficulties in lecturing 

in English, while Korean students have felt their learning was limited by the use of English in the 

classroom, for example. Many Korean students in particular have voiced their displeasure in being 

taught in a foreign language when they had chosen to study in Korea instead of abroad. Notably, Euh 

Yoon-Dae was denied reelection to the four-year position as president of Korea University due to 

his policies to hire only Korean faculty capable of teaching in English and his goals to increase to 60 

percent the number of courses taught in English.

Despite challenges from Korean students and faculty, the South Korean government must take the lead 

in pushing for English-use policies at universities, labs, funding agencies, and all other parts of the 

academic and research community. English is the language of science, and it is therefore important in 

conducting internationally visible research and attracting and retaining international scholars. Almost 

every major highly cited scientific journal is published in English, which is also the most common 
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language for communicating with international collaborators. Other countries, such as Italy34 and 

France,35 where English is not the native language, are pushing for similar policies for similar reasons 

despite resistance from native-born scholars. Likewise, South Korea must push through this resistance. 

Because the Brain Pool, BK21, and WCU programs are run by NRF, it can establish and enforce 

English-use policies for any university that accepts funds from these programs. NRF should also make 

funding announcements and peer review available in English. The current piecemeal and bottom-up 

approach does not seem to be working effectively, and this recommendation would simply be a natural 

extension of the Brain Pool, BK21, and WCU programs that better ensure their success.

Recommendation 3: Transition to a performance-based incentives system where tenure and 

promotions can be achieved based on merit, not seniority

To attract foreign faculty and retain them in Korea, Korean universities need to adopt a U.S.-type 

tenure-track model that allows exceptional scholars to achieve tenure based on merit rather than length 

of service. Currently, professors in Korea are more akin to civil servants than to academics or scholars. 

The reason for adopting such a model is that foreign scholars are coming to Korea first and foremost 

to advance their careers. Having their performance unrewarded financially or with a career promotion 

has the potential to cause current foreign scholars in Korea to leave and to deter future scholars from 

coming to Korea. In addition, adopting a U.S.-type tenure-track model would improve the outputs 

and outcomes of Korean universities. Studies have shown that Korean professors have demonstrated 

minimal initiative to increase and improve their performance since they know that they will be granted 

tenure and other promotions based on seniority.36 While the U.S. model is hardly without flaws, it 

would establish more performance-based incentives that are currently lacking in Korea.

Changes appear to be under way at a number of top universities in Korea. University presidents 

have recently been attempting to establish U.S.-type merit-based systems for conferring tenure and 

scholarships, for example. The time it takes to reach full tenure has also been shortened at some 

Korean universities, such as KAIST and POSTECH, to mirror the U.S. model. At POSTECH, all 

assistant professors are required to apply for and pass their tenure review within seven years of their 

initial appointment, and those who fail are granted a one-year grace period. POSTECH also introduced 

a performance-based compensation system in 2000 that determined faculty salary based on teaching, 

34  Williams, Megan. 2013. “Elite Italian University Struggles With Shift to English.” Chronicle of Higher 
Education, June 3.
35  Beard, Stephen. 2013. “Proposal to allow English in French universities irks some.” Marketplace, May 
22.
36  Cowan et al. (2001).
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research, and public service accomplishments over the preceding three years, a practice that is being 

more widely adopted among private universities in Korea.37 Furthermore, faculty mobility among 

universities in Korea has increased, which is one way for academic scholars to advance professionally, 

demonstrating a break from a system that values seniority and loyalty over individual performance 

record. A survey in the fall of 2005 of 182 universities in Korea revealed that 18.2 percent of new 

hires were transfers from another university, representing a major increase from previous years.38 

However, in a country where a faculty position traditionally ensures lifelong employment, these 

universities attempting such reform have met strong resistance from Korean professors, sometimes 

resulting in the ouster of university leadership. In the case of KAIST, Robert Laughlin left his position 

as president in 2006 due to his policies being “too radical,” after he had implemented a peer review 

process that shed approximately 25 percent of the university’s 550 faculty members and hired 135 

others. Ultimately, his policies lowered the average age of the faculty and increased the number of 

foreigners working at KAIST.39 Most recently, the current university president, Suh Nam-pyo, a 

former MIT professor, met resistance as he implemented strict tenure-track examinations, though he 

was eventually reappointed in 2010 for another four-year term.40

Unfortunately, in this case, it is difficult for the national government to directly encourage and 

implement a system of performance-based incentives. Traditionally, the Korean government 

has assumed strong control over higher education through direct intervention in or regulation of 

institutional management, but now it mostly exerts influence indirectly through competitive grants 

and funds. Although the government has greater influence with its public national universities such as 

Seoul National University, it has recently been increasing subsidies for university operating budgets 

for private universities as well by which the government can push its higher education agendas. 

However, most of this influence is limited to setting standards, such as subjecting universities to 

institutional performance indicators relating to student employment, financial aid, and educational 

expenditure per student, not with how a university is managed. 

Instead, most of the leadership for this policy recommendation will have to come from individual 

universities, which will need to engage Korean professors and help them understand that these 

changes are needed for international competitiveness. Considering POSTECH was established in 

37  Cowan et al., “Elevating Seoul National University.”
38  Rhee, “A world-class research university.”
39  Kim, “From Brain Drain to Brain Competition.”
40  Na, Jeong-ju. 2012. “KAIST—graveyard for foreign presidents.” The Korea Times, July 16.
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1986 and modeled after the California Institute of Technology, it may have been easier to make 

these changes since it has a limited institutional history of how tenure and promotions are granted. 

Regardless, changes from a seniority system to a performance-based system are needed to attract and 

retain foreign scholars who would otherwise leave for better career prospects.

Recommendation 4: Pursue a targeted strategy for recruiting foreign scholars who are likely to stay in 

Korea for the long term

To improve the retention of foreign scholars in Korea, government policy makers and university 

administrators should pursue a targeted approach in recruiting foreign scholars who are more likely to 

stay in Korea for the long term. Currently, Korea has had relative success in recruiting older scholars 

who are retired or near retirement and young post-docs who are unable to find permanent or tenure-

track positions in their home countries. While the older scholars generate more headlines since they 

have a long list of accomplishments and awards, the young post-docs may present a greater long-

term value to Korea’s research community. As Western countries struggle with an overproduction of 

doctorate graduates relative to the supply of permanent and tenure-track positions available, many 

are turning to international opportunities. By targeting this young demographic, Korea has a chance 

to domestically cultivate a new generation of promising international scholars who eventually have 

stronger ties to Korea as they develop social networks and start families in Korea.

Furthermore, the recruitment of foreign scholars should be targeted in a few strategic fields of science 

where Korea has a unique competitive advantage in terms of scholarship and infrastructure. Given 

the small population of the country, Korea has struggled to develop a critical mass of expertise in any 

given field, which may be a concern for foreign scholars in coming to Korea. Although transportation 

and communication technologies have allowed scholars to collaborate with other experts in their 

field across borders, the physical location of field expertise still plays a significant factor in research 

collaboration as demonstrated by numerous cluster effect studies. Location also affects the peer review 

process because the lack of critical mass in a certain field may cause funding proposals to be evaluated 

and awarded by non-field experts. As a result, a comprehensive study of Korea’s research landscape 

and advantages needs to be conducted to understand the near-critical-mass fields for which foreign 

scholars should be recruited. POSTECH followed a similar hiring strategy for a few high-impact 
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research areas since it could not hire professors in every academic field.41 With a larger expertise base 

in a given field, international scholars within that field may be more willing to come to and stay in 

Korea.

In addition to the fields of science where Korea has a unique advantage and a critical mass, Korea 

could target research areas where other countries are not providing sufficient research funds. For 

example, professor emeritus Perry McCarty of Stanford University says he accepted an invitation 

to the WCU program because of his research interests in advanced wastewater treatment, an area 

that has lacked strategic funding support in the United States.42 Therefore, Korea could conduct a 

comprehensive study of the international research landscape and determine funding gaps for areas of 

research that are critical to global science for which Korea can fulfill. International scholars in these 

underserved fields would then be enticed to come to and stay in Korea for research.

Conclusion

Recruiting and retaining top international scholars is important for South Korea’s goal to become a 

world-leading innovation economy. Korea has recognized the importance of globalizing its university 

faculty as evidenced by the government’s initiating the Brain Pool, BK21, and WCU programs. Thus 

far, Korea has directed its focus on recruiting foreign scholars to Korea through these programs but 

has neglected to put forth the same effort in integrating foreign scholars into Korea’s academic and 

research environment. Foreign scholars have cited language, culture, and professional development 

barriers as reasons for dissatisfaction and for leaving Korea after a short-term stay. The poor effort 

to integrate foreign scholars has correlated with Korea’s minimal improvements in highly cited 

publications and international collaboration, which faculty globalization was supposed to increase. 

Therefore, to achieve real globalization and improve Korea’s innovative capacity, a greater focus on 

the integration of foreign scholars is needed.

41  Rhee (2011).
42  Rhee, “A world-class research university.”
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Introduction

After the death of Kim Il-Sung in 1994, there was a period of uncertainty over the future of the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK). Based on the limited information available, 

it seemed almost a certainty to Western analysts that the regime was unsustainable—that it had 

neither the ability nor the resources to survive the country’s hardships at the time. Despite those 

predictions, it became clear by 1998 that the regime would not topple under Kim Il-Sung’s son and 

successor, Kim Jong-Il. In the lead-up to 2012, history repeated itself when observers, such as Andrei 

Lankov,1 predicted the inevitable collapse of the DRPK regime after the death of Kim Jong-Il and the 

succession of his son, Kim Jong-Un. Unfortunately, none of these predictions has been realized. This 

begs the questions as to why predictions about the future of the DRPK regime have consistently been 

incorrect. If these cases demonstrate anything, it is a clear deficiency in information about the DPRK 

that would otherwise inform accurate considerations, and that in turn calls into question the quality of 

current policy mechanisms upon which assumptions are based.

This paper will seek to consider the theoretical foundation of U.S. foreign policy and its weaknesses 

and to consider how U.S. policy makers have sought to overcome those weaknesses in relation to the 

DPRK and their effects. It will include a series of conclusions and recommendations based on the 

findings.

1  Lankov, Andrei. 2011. “North Korea’s Choice: Collapse or Reform: Why Demise Is the Most Likely 
Option.” Foreign Affairs, December 19, http://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/136966/andrei-lankov/
north-koreas-choice-collapse-or-reform.
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http://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/136966/andrei-lankov/north-koreas-choice-collapse-or-reform
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The Theoretical Basis of U.S. Foreign Policy

Foreign policy, as defined by the Oxford dictionary,2 is “a government’s strategy in dealing with other 

nations.” This definition is perfect in demonstrating the dichotomy of foreign policy; a simple purpose 

that masks considerable thought and complex process. The creation of foreign policy, a state’s strategy 

vis-à-vis another, means confronting a range of both internal and external challenges. The ability to 

successfully navigate these obstacles, either through negation or mitigation, means the difference 

between success and failure. As the sole superpower today, the United States arguably faces the most 

complex internal and external environment in the world. Its economy accounts for more than 20 percent 

of gross global GDP,3 and its military is deployed or based in every region of the globe.4 As such, the 

challenges to U.S. interests are broad and at times extremely convoluted. With scale and complexity 

come the risk of being overwhelmed, bringing the need to be ever more methodical and systematic to 

formulate policy that maximizes gain from effort.

Since its emergence in the mid-20th century,5 the Rational Actor Model (RAM), the political science 

progeny of Rational Choice Theory, has emerged as the dominant theoretical model of foreign 

policy formulation.6 At the core of the model is the assumption that the state is motivated by utility 

maximization and goal fulfillment, a sentiment that speaks volumes to the U.S. situation. Put more 

simply, the “magic bullet” appeal of a theoretical groundwork helps to logically determine and rank 

preferences based on the calculation of maximum value from effort. As Richard J. Norton noted about 

the U.S. government, “… many of the formal decision-making mechanisms in the federal government 

[were] designed to facilitate and support … cost-benefits driven decision making.”7

2  Oxford University. 2013. Oxford Dictionary: U.S. Edition. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
3  IMF. 2013. “World Economic Outlook Database.” In IMF World Economic and Financial Surveys, 
October. http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2013/02/pdf/text.pdf. 
4  U.S. Department of Defense. 2012. Base Structure Report: Fiscal Year 2012 Baseline. http://www.acq.
osd.mil/ie/download/bsr/BSR2012Baseline.pdf.
5  Petracca, M. P. 1991. “The Rational Choice Approach to Politics: A Challenge to Democratic Theory,” 
Review of Politics 53 (2): 289.
6  Ibid.
7  Norton, R. L. 2010. “Understanding the Policy-Making Process: A Guide to Case Analysis.” In Case 
Studies in Policy Making, 12th ed., edited by H. Alvi and N. K. Gvosdev. Newport, RI: U.S. Naval War 
College.

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2013/02/pdf/text.pdf
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Simplified RAM Decision-making Process

1 Identify an issue

2 Consider multiple strategies that will deal with the issue

3 Calculate cost-benefit ratios of each strategy

4 Rank the issue among others based on the cost-benefit ratio of a chosen strategy

5 Undertake strategy for issue based on allocated rank

Unsurprisingly, the dominance of the theory has not gone unquestioned. As a framework, RAM 

inherits several interdependent weaknesses from Rational Choice Theory. First among the weaknesses 

of RAM is “perfect information.” “Perfect information” assumes that when the state acts on an issue, 

it does so with full knowledge of the issue and implications of the act itself8—in effect, omniscience. 

A second major weakness is that a state is in possession of infinite cognitive capacity and has time to 

weigh all potential acts equally.9 This leads to the third weakness, in which a state is unaffected by the 

bias and emotion in dictating preferences for actions, particularly in the face of limited capacity and 

time.10 As a product of this system, U.S.-DPRK policy deals with the same weaknesses, and, as will be 

shown, is heavily affected as a result. 

U.S.-DRPK Policy: A Culmination of Structural Deficiencies

Since Barack Obama took the oath of office in 2009, U.S.-DPRK Policy has taken an unusual turn. 

After the collapse of the 2012 so-called Leap Day agreement, the administration embarked on 

“strategic patience,” a decision to do effectively nothing. When considered in the context of the ever-

changing landscape of modern diplomacy, a moment—let alone an entire policy choice—based on 

ceding momentum is risky and ill-advised. What, then, makes the U.S. administration believe this 

approach is in the national interest? The answer lies in RAM and its aforementioned weaknesses.

“Perfect information” and the DPRK

When faced with the reality of constructing policy using insufficient information with a model that 

demands omniscience, the DPRK can seem to be the perfect antithesis to U.S. efforts. Intelligence on 

the DPRK is notoriously elusive. As was seen recently in the 2013 U.S. Intelligence Black Budget 

8  Mirman, L. J. 2008. “Perfect Information.” In The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics, 2nd ed., 
edited by S. N. Durlauf and L. E. Blume. London: Palgrave Macmillan.
9  Simon, H. A. 1957. Models of Man: Social and Rational-Mathematical Essays on Rational Human 
Behavior in a Social Setting. New York: Wiley.
10  Calvert, R. L. 1985. “The Value of Biased Information: A Rational Choice Model of Political Advice,” 
The Review of Politics 47 (2): 530–55.
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leaked by former contractor Edward Snowden,11 intelligence gathering on the DPRK remains one of 

the most difficult exercises for the U.S. intelligence community. The chronic shortage of information 

that could be used to create effective policy has led to the practice of utilizing the expertise of former 

policy makers and Korea specialists to augment the limited information and help inform decision 

making. 

Korea experts such as Victor Cha and Scott Snyder are at the forefront of U.S. analysis of the DPRK. 

Based on years of observations, interactions, and study, each U.S. expert undertakes considerable 

analysis to create “reasoned estimations” that serve to inform decision making in the absence 

of greater available information. Based on works produced by these experts (such as Snyder’s 

Negotiating on the Edge: North Korean Negotiating Behavior), it is clear that there is a preference for 

“trait-based approaches,” comparing past and present structures as well as behavioral patterns in an 

effort to find consistency.12 Given the aforementioned circumstances, the dependence on subject matter 

experts, in the absence of more definitive information, is understandable. However, there are risks 

associated with this route.

Using cognitive models based on structural and behavioral consistency in the absence of baseline 

data is extremely risky. For one, cognitive models depend heavily on the assumption that there is 

structural consistency; in other words, that tests are being carried out on the same person in order to 

discern change.13 While a realist can argue that this is applicable given that a state does not change in 

purely objective terms, there is insufficient data to prove this one way or another. In essence, we see 

the development of a troubling negative feedback loop; in the absence of qualitative and quantitative 

data, estimations take the fore. However, estimations draw their plausibility from a modicum of 

qualitative and quantitative data that have been established to be absent. This problem is made worse 

when considering works such as Pathologies of Rational Choice Theory: A Critique of Applications in 

Political Science. Authors Donald P. Green and Ian Shapiro show that not only has RAM been largely 

ineffective, but that even the most complete data modeling used to substitute for “perfect information” 

has traditionally been weak and that conclusions resulting from RAM are vulnerable to revision when 

data modeling is strengthened.14

11  “Inside the 2013 U.S. Intelligence Black Budget.” 2013. Washington Post, August 29, http://apps.
washingtonpost.com/g/page/national/inside-the-2013-us-intelligence-black-budget/420/.
12  Cottam, M. L., B. Dietz-Uhler, E. Mastors, and T. Preston. 2010. Introduction to Political Psychology, 
2nd ed. New York: Psychology Press.
13  Ibid.
14  Ibid. 
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Given the various weaknesses, key ethical questions arise for both the purveyors of opinion and its 

consumers. If the DPRK issue were to be treated as an unknown illness and experts were treated in 

the same vein as medical practitioners, are they adhering to a standard that allows them to provide not 

only the best possible opinion, but also the most responsible? In the American College of Physicians’ 

Ethics Manual section on “Informed Decision Making and Consent”: “Physicians cannot properly 

diagnose and treat conditions without full information about the patient’s personal and family medical 

history, habits, ongoing treatments (medical and otherwise), and symptoms.”15 Given the veritable 

lack of a “patient’s history” on the DPRK, the answer to the question has to be that experts are not 

adhering to a standard that leads to the best possible and most responsible opinions. The consumers 

of the process are no less safe from the ethical conundrum arising from compensating for a lack of 

“perfect information.” Continued consumption of advice despite the flaws and lack of any structural 

change to rectify failings and weaknesses raises serious questions as to whether the issues are being 

treated seriously. In saying this, it could simply be that given the realities of U.S. foreign interests (as 

mentioned earlier), limited capacity and time may make it too difficult to do things differently. This 

leads to the other weaknesses related to RAM in relation to the DPRK.

The compound effect of limited capacity and time as well as bias

The weakness of “perfect information” in RAM policy formulation for the DPRK and the resulting 

substitute of expert dependence are plagued by key theoretical and ethical flaws. Unfortunately, these 

flaws are exacerbated by the other weaknesses inherent in the RAM model. RAM assumes that as a 

prerequisite, decision making occurs within a space where capacity and time are unlimited and where 

all decisions can be weighed equally.16 However, the environment in which national security and 

foreign policy is formulated is exactly the opposite: it is beset by both stretched capacity and time. 

Again, as Richard J. Norton noted, “There is a widespread tendency to believe that [national security 

and foreign policy] decisions … are derived from a coolly analytical process. … But scholars who 

have studied national security [and foreign policy] decision making have learned that such calculated 

decisions are more the ideal than reality. …”17 Given the reality where the United States as the primary 

consumer of DPRK-related information is unable to weigh all decisions equally in the interest of time 

and capacity, it depends heavily on the recommendations of its expert pool. This leads to the effects of 

bias, another inherent weakness in RAM.

15  Snyder, L. 2012. “Informed Decision Making and Consent.” In Ethics Manual, 6th ed., edited by L. 
Snyder. Philadelphia: American College of Physicians.
16  Simon, Models of Man.
17  Norton, “Understanding the Policy-Making Process.”
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Two major factors make bias, an inherently anti-rational factor, manifesting itself in relation to 

the DPRK. First, the very troubling and sometimes unstable nature of the DPRK regime dissuades 

divergent thinking and recommendation. While it has proven to create consensus in the expert 

community, it has also become a source for collective bias, or “groupthink.”18 Second, the veritably 

small size of the Korea expert community magnifies similar views, which reinforces groupthink.19 

These circumstances pose several important issues in light of the weaknesses of “perfect information” 

and limited capacity and time. For one, the weakness of expert substitution to compensate for a lack of 

“perfect Information” is compounded by the addition of bias. It skews the rational nature of the model 

and adds further questions to the veracity of any resulting conclusion. In regard to limited capacity 

and time, given the outlined dependence on experts, the small size of the community, coupled by 

groupthink, means there is an added risk of disregarding alternative options.

Case study: “Strategic patience” and the DPRK under Kim Jong-Un

If any recent situation exemplifies the weaknesses of RAM in relation to the DPRK, it is the current 

state of “strategic patience.” The Obama administration’s DPRK policy of “strategic patience” is 

born from a perception that the DPRK has not fundamentally changed, despite the recent leadership 

transition. Unsurprisingly, key events that led to this point can be traced back to RAM. First, the 

absence of “perfect information” and dependence on an incomplete substitute led to a failure to reach 

truly rational choice and contributed to the collapse of engagement. Second, the lack of capacity 

to acquire new information and time sensitivity reinforced the aforementioned dependence on 

information substitution to provide a justification for engagement. Third, following the failure of 

engagement, reversed consensus in the expert community based on a single failure to engage provided 

sufficient proof of continuity in the DPRK and warranted a “business as usual” approach.20

In late 2011, the Obama administration engaged diplomatically with the DPRK, resulting in the Leap 

Day agreement. Despite initial (but cautious) optimism, the agreement quickly fell apart due to a 

factor that had not been completely accounted for, Kim Jong-Un. Though one can only speculate as 

to what calculus drove Kim Jong-Un to abandon the agreement, the event nevertheless reconfirmed 

something about the U.S. side: the inability to make rational decisions on the DPRK based on using an 

18  Kang, D. C. 2010. “‘China Rising’ and Its Implications for North Korea’s China Policy.” In New 
Challenges of North Korean Foreign Policy, edited by K. A. Park. New York: Palgrave Macmillan.
19  Hart, P. 1994. Groupthink in Government: A Study of Small Groups and Policy Failure. Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press.
20  Cha, V. 2012. “Kim Jong Un Is No Reformer.” Foreign Policy, August 21, http://www.foreignpolicy.
com/articles/2012/08/21/kim_jong_un_is_no_reformer.
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incomplete substitute for “perfect information” in an equally unrealistic policy model. If there is any 

indication to the truth of this statement, it was perhaps the speed at which the agreement collapsed. 

This hints at how unprepared the U.S. side was to the possibility of Kim Jong-Un’s decision to scuttle 

the agreement and therefore, the incomplete nature of the recommendations at the time. This brings us 

to the lack of capacity on the U.S. side. 

When one considers the surprise of many in the administration at the DPRK’s satellite launch in April 

2012,21 the lack of information also highlights how a lack of capacity and time sensitivity stress the 

coherence of RAM as well. Though it is unclear as to how much an impact expert speculation on 

Kim Jong-Un’s reformists credentials22 had on engagement efforts and hopes, the aforementioned 

surprise and disappointment at least lends credence to the absence of more credible internally 

circulated information to the contrary. In turn, the need to act quickly on the issue also would have 

meant a reduced time frame to vet the Kim Jong-Un element more thoroughly, providing additional 

vulnerability to the agreement’s collapse.

The collapse of the agreement, a single event, demonstrated groupthink among the Korea policy 

community. Much like how initial cautious optimism based on very little information mobilized 

engagement beforehand, a single failure was sufficient in shunting any alternative line of thinking and 

was indicative of continuity under Kim Jong-Un.23 Unfortunately, a single event does not constitute a 

trend but is nevertheless important in proving the influence of groupthink on the issue.

Conclusion and Recommendations

As it stands, U.S.-DPRK policy formulation requires a theoretical and operational overhaul. Without 

both, it will be extremely difficult to devise a coherent and comprehensive strategic approach. 

Creating policy based on RAM, a flawed theoretical system, means that the underlying basis of policy 

is tenuous. Though an effort has been made to compensate for weaknesses like a lack of “perfect 

information,” the weaknesses of the substitutes compound other highlighted issues, such as lack of 

capacity and time as well as bias, that undermine the credibility of the RAM system. 

21  Quinn, A. 2012. “Insight: Obama’s North Korean leap of faith falls short.” Reuters, March 30,  
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/03/30/us-korea-north-usa-leap-idUSBRE82T06T20120330.
22  Rozman, G. 2011. “Kim Jong-Un, Reformer? The Promise and Peril of North Korea’s Succession 
Crisis.” New Republic, December 20, http://www.newrepublic.com/article/world/98714/north-korea-kim-
jong-il-succession.
23  Cha, “Kim Jong Un Is No Reformer.”
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Toward a new theoretical approach

RAM is a fundamentally flawed framework upon which to formulate policy. There are too many 

unrealistic assumptions within its structure that call into question the credibility of resulting 

conclusions. As shown by the points made in this article, it is clear that policy formulation on the 

DPRK alone perhaps highlights that an attempt to conform the issue to the framework fundamentally 

undermines its logical call and in fact introduces elements that exacerbate the structure’s weaknesses. 

Rather than bend the issue to the formula, it is thus recommended that a different mindset be adopted 

in order to pave the way for new strategies. An example to consider is a shift away from RAM to a 

Bounded Rationality Model. 

An alternative theory to Rational Choice Theory proposed by Herbert A. Simon,24 Bounded 

Rationality can help to address the DPRK issue by removing the unrealistic demands of omniscience, 

unlimited capacity, and infinite time. A major detriment of the RAM model, particularly in the DPRK 

case, is the considerable amount of time spent on devising workarounds to the rules of the model 

that stress its coherence and undermine its logical core. Bounded Rationalism does not preclude the 

capacity to make rational policy decisions, but rather emphasizes the attainment of grounded rational 

choices by acknowledging the existence of limits that impede ideal decisions. This model can prove 

helpful to the DPRK issue in two separate ways. First, by removing excess demands, it will help 

reorient thinking toward policy that is achievable. Second, by providing a clear understanding of 

limits, it can prove helpful in stimulating policy innovation. By coming to terms with how limited 

possible choices are based on limited tools, U.S. policy makers can utilize the model as a means to 

identify investment opportunities that overcome those limits and bring them closer to attaining the 

ideal. 

Other theoretical concepts to consider that can help focus strategic thinking on the DPRK could be of 

consideration in the vein of Snyder, Bruck, and Sapin’s “decision-making approach”25 and “context 

effect”26 from cognitive psychology. The purpose of considering both concepts lies in addressing 

the lack of understanding on the human element of policy decisions. If future strategy seeks to be 

effective, experts should look to understand the DPRK today based on how the individual, as an agent 

24  Simon, Models of Man.
25  Snyder, R. C., H. W. Bruck, and B. Sapin. 2002. Foreign Policy Decision Making (Revisited). New York: 
Palgrave Macmillan.
26  Rohrbaugh, C. C., and J. Shanteau. 1999. “Context, Process and Experience: Research on Applied 
Judgment and Decision Making.” In Handbook of Applied Cognition, edited by F. Durso, R. S. Nickerson, 
and M. T. H. Chi. New York: Wiley.
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of the state and its interests, will respond to stimuli. This leads to the importance of “context effect,” 

where environmental factors determine how as individuals we react to issues differently. This is 

particularly important given it will help to determine, for example, if Kim Jong-Il and Kim Jong-Un 

react to issues in a similar way and whether the current approach requires a shift in the event they do 

not.

A new operational baseline for U.S.-DPRK Policy

Restarting a cultural shift is only part of the process. There is a fundamental need to ensure that the 

quality of the operational baseline is improved so that when a new strategic approach to the DPRK 

is formed, a strong basis is ready to be built on it. In light of the clear weakness posed by reduced 

information and a small expert pool to the sustainability of U.S.-DPRK policy making, the major 

operational recommendations of this paper is a two-pronged approach of investing in enhanced, 

full-spectrum intelligence and information gathering, as well as personnel capacity building both 

within and outside of the U.S. government, to build a cadre of capable DPRK policy constructors and 

implementers. 

Investing in new intelligence acquisition arrangements

Creating an enhanced intelligence network projected toward the DPRK that can produce more and 

remain credible is a potentially tough and costly endeavor. However, in order to engage the DPRK 

issue effectively, it is a necessity. Despite possessing some of the world’s most respected and powerful 

intelligence agencies, the DPRK has been described as an “intelligence black hole.”27 A potential 

way in which the United States can address its intelligence deficit is to undertake a unilateral effort 

to invest in more assets and equipment to bolster full-spectrum intelligence capabilities (e.g., human, 

signals, and geospatial). However, this option poses the considerable downside of requiring no small 

amount of time and resources. 

An alternative strategy is using existing U.S. alliances, particularly with the Republic of Korea 

(ROK) and Japan, to form a unified intelligence-sharing and cooperation network based partly on 

the UKUSA Agreement. No doubt, this option is controversial, but given that the United States 

must operate in a resource-constrained environment, it is a viable option for two reasons. First, 

the United States already maintains extensive intelligence-sharing agreements with both partners 

27  Chinoy, M. 2013. “Why North Korean intelligence is so hard to read.” CNN, April 12, http://www.cnn.
com/2013/04/12/world/asia/north-korea-nuclear-capabilities/.
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bilaterally,28 so the structures and experience for interoperability and cooperation already exists. 

Second, all three states have a common interest in confronting the DPRK as it poses a mutual threat. 

Nevertheless, there are considerable obstacles. For one, ROK-Japan relations are at their lowest point 

in decades. In fact, problems in the relationship have proven great enough, at least for the ROK, to 

derail a major intelligence-sharing agreement in 2012, a General Security of Military Information 

Agreement (GSOMIA).29 However, given the constraints to resources, as well as the clear advantage 

of coordinating the efforts of three vested states versus the unilateral efforts of one, it would be 

wise for U.S. policy makers to push the ROK and Japan toward concluding GSOMIA and to begin 

consultations for a trilateral intelligence agreement aimed at plugging the information shortfall on the 

DPRK.

Creating a sustainable expert pool

A disadvantage the United States faces vis-à-vis the DPRK is its retention of upper-level officials with 

experience related to the DPRK and Korea. Unlike the United States, the DPRK has maintained the 

same upper-level officials involved in U.S. relations for the better part of 20 to 30 years. Retention 

issues pose a series of unique problems to the U.S. side. The departure of an upper-level official and 

expert on the DPRK often leaves an administration without a devoted specialist because a lack of 

qualified and dedicated personnel leads to dangerously long vacancy periods. Though it is uncertain 

as to how many Korea specialists work in the U.S. public service at any one time, it will likely be 

only a handful. This creates a clear disconnect between capacity and lift when a crisis erupts or when 

an effort of dialogue is undertaken, which in turn leads to risk in quality that could cause a failure to 

respond effectively. 

Due to fundamental differences in the U.S. public service culture, such as the impacts of the political 

cycle as well as a matter of practice, it is impossible to keep the same people in the same position 

for as long as 20 to 30 years. However, given the link between the gap at both the upper and lower 

echelon of government in relation to dedicated DPRK/Korea specialists, consideration should be 

made into investing strategies that can cultivate personnel capacity both inside and outside of the U.S. 

government. In addition to the clear benefits of encouraging personnel growth within government 

28  U.S. Department of Defense. 2013. Joint Communique: The 45th ROK-U.S. Security Consultative 
Meeting, October 2, http://www.defense.gov/pubs/Joint%20Communique,%2045th%20ROK-U.S.%20
Security%20Consultative%20Meeting.pdf. Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, The Guidelines for Japan-
U.S. Defense Cooperation, http://www.mofa.go.jp/region/n-america/us/security/guideline2.html. 
29  Yonhap. 2012. “S. Korea postpones signing controversial military pact with Japan.” Yonhap, June 29, 
http://english.yonhapnews.co.kr/national/2012/06/29/57/0301000000AEN20120629008900315F.html.
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to create a more balanced distribution of Korea specialists, investment in personnel growth outside 

the U.S. government could prevent clustering on DPRK policy thinking and could dilute the 

impact of groupthink. Potential strategies to consider include “mini-Federally Funded Research 

and Development Centers” models within existing policy institutes or even greater project funding 

opportunities aimed at realizing a vibrant and innovative policy environment to tackle the issue. 

The creation of a larger and sustainable DPRK/Korea expert cadre is part of the answer to creating 

and shaping more effective DPRK policy. Though having more facts is definitely important, having 

an environment that is conducive to drawing in the best and brightest that can effectively utilize those 

facts, both on tactical and strategic levels within the U.S. policy community, is just as important. 

Ultimately, decisions must be made in the near future concerning the DPRK. Current assumptions that 

have underpinned U.S. policy are not only flawed given their being based on so few facts, but also 

increasingly flawed given the theoretical weaknesses. Understandably, some of the proposed options 

will be difficult to consider given the circumstances and the potential costs alone. However, because 

there is much greater risk and cost from not responding, the aforementioned recommendations should 

be considered seriously. In conclusion, though the cost of taking an action poses severe challenges and 

seems counterintuitive in the short term (due to the lack of immediate gains versus the considerable 

expenditure of political capital), a lack of action is in fact more costly due to the loss of an oft-

overlooked, nonrenewable resource: time.
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